
 
 
 

Features that do not exist in Maxis desktop application version. 
 

 Cloud base. 
a cloud-based system refers to a system where all the components, including the database, application, backup, 
and images, are stored on remote servers that are accessed and used through the internet. This allows for 
flexibility as users can access the system from any location with an internet connection. Additionally, cloud-
based systems typically offer features such as scalability, automatic updates, and reduced IT resources. 
 

 Responsive Design. 
Responsive design refers to the design of a website or application that automatically adapts to the screen size 
and resolution of the device it is being viewed on, whether it be a PC, tablet, or mobile device. This approach 
ensures that the layout, images, and text are easily readable, and navigation is easily accessible on any device, 
which provides a better user experience for the end user. This approach is especially important with the 
increasing use of mobile devices to access the internet. 

 
 Compatibility. 

Compatibility refers to the ability of a software or application to run on different operating systems without any 
errors or issues. In this case, the system is compatible with Windows, MAC and Android operating systems, 
meaning it can be installed and used on computers and devices that run on those specific platforms without any 
issues. This allows for a wider user base and greater flexibility in terms of which devices can access and use the 
system. 

 
 Dashboard 

A dashboard is a graphical user interface that displays data and information in real-time, allowing users to 
monitor and analyze key performance indicators and metrics briefly. Dashboards can be designed to display data 
from multiple sources and are used in various fields such as business, finance, and healthcare, among others. 
 

 Performance 
Improved Performance with Cloud Version: The cloud-based version provides faster, and more efficient 
processing of reports and large data sets compared to the offline version. 
 

 Payment gateway. 
o E-Invoice: for individual or corporate clients. This option generates a secure URL link through the website, 

which is sent via email. The client can pay the invoice by clicking on the link and making payment using their 
credit card or directly from their bank account. The payment integration is with the MEPS payment gateway 
and the commission for each transaction is around 2.75%. 

o QR Code: for recurring payments. 
o Pay Invoice: by clicking on the payment URL or QR code provided in the invoice. 

 
 B2B Login 

Clients can log in with a username and password to access their data, such as confirmation letters, rundowns, 
quotations, statements, etc. 
 
 



 
 B2C Integration 

The quotation module is integrated with the B2C website. After creating a quotation, it can be published online 
and made available for sale through the B2C module, which is linked to the payment gateway. 
 

 Custom Reports  
This is an excellent feature that enables users to create over 90% of the required reports by selecting the 
necessary columns and applying filters. It also provides the ability to save the created report in a "favorite list" 
for convenient access. 
 

 Favorite List 
This feature allows users to save any page, report with filters, or specific transaction to a "favorite list" for quick 
access at any time. Examples: 

o Save invoice number 1235. 
o Save the profit and loss report for Italian nationality and global travel agents. 

 
 Share Links 

This feature allows users to share a specific voucher, invoice, file reservation, or report to a specific email. 
 

 QR Codes 
The QR Code feature provides clients with access to their bookings from their mobile device or computer. It also 
enables clients to access any attached vouchers. The QR code can be sent via email from the system and will 
also be displayed on the welcome sign at the airport. 
 

 WhatsApp Integration 
The WhatsApp integration feature allows users to send a link to the client's WhatsApp directly from the booking 
system. This link provides the client with access to their booking and the ability to download vouchers directly 
through WhatsApp. 
 

 Departments 
Departments are a new feature added to all vouchers, invoices, and reservations that allow for the generation of 
reports by department, such as trial balance, balance sheet, rundown reports, etc. This is useful for companies 
with multiple branches or departments. 
 

 Web Api 
Web API is a library that provides real-time access to a specific amount of data to third-party applications. 
 

 Data Archiving 
Data archiving enables the storage of multiple attachments for each voucher, invoice, quotation, and booking. 
 

 Data Export 
Data export in the cloud version offers the ability to convert any report to Word, Excel, and PDF formats with a 
precise layout, eliminating the need for redesign. 

 
 Email Integration 

Email integration is a useful feature that integrates the system with an employee's email account. Once set up, 
the employee's email account can be linked to their user login. All vouchers, invoices, reports, and 
correspondences can be sent directly from the system without the need to open the email account or Outlook, 
and any sent emails will be saved under the sent items. 



 
 Charts and diagrams statistics. 

All summary reports will be in charts and data table reports. The charts are colorful, flexible, Easy to use, 
friendly and it gives the user the ability to customize any chart report and save it under the favorite list. 
 

 Multi themes 
The ability to use over 20 built-in themes or create your own by customizing font type, font size, colors, border 
colors, padding spaces, etc. 
 

 Payment Allocation 
o In Accounts Receivable, it is the process of assigning a payment to open invoices in an account. 
o In Accounts Payable, it is the process of assigning a receipt to open bills in an account. 

 
 Automated reports 

The ability to schedule a set of reports based on specific criteria to be delivered at designated times. 
 

 Consolidated Reports 
The process of combining financial data from multiple subsidiary companies or business entities within an 
organization and presenting it in a unified manner for reporting purposes at the parent company level. 
 

 2 steps verification. 
A security measure that adds an extra layer of protection to your account by requiring two forms of 
authentication in addition to your password. Upon sign-in, the two-step verification helps keep your personal 
information private, safe, and secure by confirming that it is indeed you. 
 

 Google Maps Integrations 
The quotation system will integrate with Google Maps to display routes and itineraries. The entire itinerary will 
be mapped out on Google Maps, including distance and estimated driving time. 
 

 Google Analytics 
A web analytics service that offers statistical analysis and basic reporting tools for tracking the number of visits 
and geographical locations of each visit 
 

 Yearly comparisons. 
Summary reports will be presented in both chart and table formats for easy visualization and understanding. The 
charts are user-friendly, flexible, and visually appealing, offering the ability to customize and save favorite 
reports. 
 

 Hotel Tariff 
A report that displays comprehensive information about a hotel, including room types and pricing, as well as 
promotions, terms and conditions, and added markup. 
 

 New Reports 
o Day by Day 
o Monthly Report 

 
 Costing sheet 

A feature that calculates the cost of file bookings based on the contract price. 
 



 
 Visits 

A database that stores information about each location, including its name, city, multi-language descriptions, 
entrance fees, extras, and restaurants 
 

 Route Builder 
A feature that enables the user to quickly create a route by selecting stops or visits within the route. 
 

 Manual Route 
A feature that allows the user to manually create a route with a description without saving it to the system. 
 

 Media Browser 
A feature that allows the user to store images in a designated folder and access them at any time. 
 

 My Documents 
A feature that allows the user to upload and store documents online, accessible from any location, and attach 
them to reservations, quotations, account profiles, or any other relevant files. 
 

 Daily Backup 
A cloud database backup system that minimizes the risk of data loss through frequent backups 
 

 Monthly subscription 
With the cloud-based version, you eliminate the need for a network, servers, and licenses.  
The monthly subscription covers hardware maintenance, backup, and updates, allowing you to focus on your 
business without worrying about technical details. 
 

 Most desktop applications will be out of support soon. 
Many desktop applications are reaching the end of their support cycle and will no longer receive updates or 
technical support from their developers. 
 


